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Abstract

Momentum spectra of protons in che reaction of v + Be •* p + anything

in the Incident energy range from 180 MeV to 420 MeV were measured by a

magnetic spectrometer located at the angle of 25' in the laboratory system.

Tagged photons were used as ar, inclJent beam. The obtained spectrum

showe.1 two peaks which were interpreted to be due to the protons in reactions

Y + "N" •*• p + w and y + "D" -*• p + n, where "N" and "D" were the quasi-

free nucleons and most-likely deuterons Inside nucleus.

A measurement was performed on the momentum spectrum of the photo-

produced protons from Be nucleus in order to see the nucleon-nucleon

correlation or nuclear clustering effects inside the nucleus. A photon

tagging system at the 1.3 GeV electron synchrotron, Institute for Nuclear

Study, University of Tokyo was used. The incident energy range covered

by this measurement was 180 HeV to 420 MeV with the bin width of 40 MeV.

The magnetic spectrometer which was a complex consisting of the proportional

wire chambers, wire spark chambers, triggering scintillation counters, and

an analyzing magnet, was used to detect protons emitted from the target at

the laboratory angle of 25°±5°. The spectrometer accepted protons with

the momentum greater than 320 MeV/c and in the momentum resoluation of ±3 X

at 500 MeV/c. The separation of protons from pions and deuterons was made

by a measurement of the time of flight between two triggering counters in

the spectrometer. In order to detect the charged particles in coincidence

with the protons detected by the spectrometer, the scintillation counter

hodoscopes are placed around the target except the spectrometer side.

The •onentum spectra at various incident energies are shown in Fig. 1.

At higher incident energies the momentum spectra have a structure consisting

of two Gaussian type distributions with broad width. The locations of two

broad peaks varies as a funciton of incident energy, and at lower energies

one of the peaks goes beyond the spectrometer acceptance.

Since the wave length of incident photons is approximately equal to

or even smaller than the size of nucleon, it is expected that the target

particles to be able to produce the protons by absorbing the incident photons

are the nucleons or the similar sized particles inside the nucleus. For

the peak at lower momentum, the location and the change in the location as

a function of incident energy indicate that the protons in this peak come

mainly from the recoil protons in the reactions,



y + "p" •* p + ff" (1)

and y + "n" •* p + n , (2)

where "p" and "n" denote the quasi-free protons and neutrons inside the

nucleus. The width of the peak is understood to be due to the difference

in the binding energies o£ the protons and neutrons as well as due to

Fermi motion of the target protons or neutrons. If we fit this peak by

Gaussian type distribution and integrate it over the momentum, we can get

da/dll(k). The experimental value of the cross section thus obtained, is

consistent with the conventional sum of the cross sections of the reactions

(1) and (2), Z do/d£J(l) + N da/dfi(2), for free protons and deuterons

Q

data, where Z is number of protons and N is number of neutrons inside Be .

Then, what is the peak at higher momentum? It is noted as shown in Fig. 2

that this 2nd peak dlsappers in the events in which the firing in one of

the hodoscopes surrounding the target is required. This means that most

of the protons in this area do not accompany any detectable charged particle.

This fact together with the location of the peak and its change as a function

of the incident energy indicate that the protons in this peak area cone

mainly from the reaction of

Y + "D" •*• p + n , (3)

where "D" denotes the quasi-free deuterons or deuteron-like proton-neutron

system inside the nucleus.

The cross sections of the reaction (3) is obtained by the integration

of this peak over the momentum in this region. The cross sections thus

obtained, do/dfl(k), .ire shown In Fig. 3 as a function of incident energy.

The dotted curve in Fig. 3 shows the cross sections obtained by multiplying

a factor of 13 to the experimental cross sections of the photodisintegration

of free deuterons by Dougan et al. at the similar kinematical condition

as the present experiment. This factor 13 is very close to the predicted

9 2 "I

value (14.2 for Be ) from a simple quasi free deuteron model by Levinger .

Several authors Investigated the momentum spectrum of photoproduced

protons from carbon in the similar incident energy as the present experiment.

Their results are, however, not conclusive on the presence of the peak, such

as a 2nd peak shown in Fig. 1, which suggests the nucleon-nucleon correlation

inside the nucleus.

The authors thank the operating crew of the 1.3 GeV electron synchrotron
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an on-line computer system at the INS Computer Facility.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 The romentum spectra of the protons at the laboratory angle of

9
25°±5<> in the reaction of y + Be -• p + anything. The dotted

curves are Gaussian's fits of the 1st peak.

Fig. 2 The momentum spectrum of the protons at Ey - 360+20 MeV. T 5 are

9 Jl
the events in the reaction of y + Be -+ p + anything and ys are

Q

the events in the reaction of y + Be -•• p + (charged particle) +

anything.

Fig. 3 The integrated cross sections do/dn(-y + "D" -• p + n) | 9 as a

function of incident energy. The dotted curve is 13 x do/dtl

(y + D •* p + n)|f r e e «C che similar klnematlcal condition.

The errors indicated are the quadratic S U B of statistical and

systematical ones.
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